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Abstract—Reconfigurable hardware allows application specific
customization of soft microprocessors. Techniques such as re-
moving unused instructions, software emulation of instructions,
custom instruction set extensions, and run-time reconfigurable
instructions have been suggested. However, the techniques have
largely been studied separately from each other. The contribution
of this paper is a classification method enabling integration
of these techniques. This allows for generating an application
specific microprocessor based system from a given program.
The generated microprocessor is optimized with respect to
performance per area. The improvement of our methodology
is demonstrated for the CoreBench benchmark. The benefit of
combining the removal of unused instructions (ISA subsetting)
with software emulation of rarely used instructions is shown to
increase performance while at the same time reducing resource
requirements. Improvement in both area and performance is ac-
complished thorough simplifying the design allowing an increase
in clock frequency for the synthesized soft CPU. Optimizing
only by using custom instructions allowed a 12% increase in
performance, but also increased resource usage by 6%. Software
emulation combined with ISA subsetting allowed area savings
of 7%, but only improved performance by 3%. By combining
custom instructions, software emulation and ISA subsetting, we
achieved an performance improvement of 15% while at the same
time reducing resource requirements.

Index Terms—ISA (Instruction set architecture) subsetting,
Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGA), Instruction Set Ex-
tension (ISE), custom instruction, reconfigurable instruction,
application specific microprocessor.

I. INTRODUCTION
Many embedded systems are developed in a software centric

manner. Such systems are initially implemented entirely in
software. By profiling the program execution, computation-
ally intensive kernels can be identified and accelerated until
performance requirements are met.

Soft microprocessors implemented on FPGAs have extensive
customization alternatives not available in ASIC implementa-
tions and a soft microprocessor can be tailored to a particular
application with a number of optimization techniques.

Related work can be categorized in how integrated the
accelerator modules are in the control CPU. As we aim to
improve soft CPUs for FPGAs using partial reconfiguration,
we focus on systems where the accelerator modules are
closely integrated in the soft CPU. In these systems, the
customizations or extensions of the CPU [1]–[5] have direct
access to the CPU registers. Tightly coupled systems can be
optimized to fulfill various objectives. For example, instruction
set architecture (ISA) subsetting [5] is a technique to remove
unused instructions from a CPU. This makes a CPU smaller
and potentially faster at the same time. Software emulation
of selected instructions is provided as a compiler feature and
allows a soft CPU to be synthesized without, for example,
a barrel shifter or multiplier. Custom instructions [2], [4], [6]

and run-time reconfigurable instructions [3], [4], [7], [8] have
demonstrated performance increases by adding specialized
instructions to a soft CPU (e.g. CRC computation). However,
the listed techniques have mainly been studied separately in
related work.

Research on application specific microprocessors revealed
the need for tool-chain improvements [3], [9]. For instance,
compilers are not aware of the resource requirements of the
different instructions, and do not perform multi objective
optimizations with resource utilization as one objective. Thus,
compiler decisions may have undesired effects on other parts
of the system. A close integration of software and hardware
is required in the tool-chain in order to prevent this. Only
then can tools make implementation decisions which improve
the overall design. Automatic compiler techniques and au-
tomatic extraction of kernels into custom instructions [10]–
[13] have improved the development process. In [14], Karuri
et al. present a design flow targeting partially reconfigurable
processors where a unified description generates both the
reconfigurable processor and tool-chain. Still, the process of
determining the best design decision is left to engineers.

The main contribution of this work is to combine previ-
ously studied techniques, and to automate the design decision
for selecting the optimal implementation. A classification
scheme is presented to select the appropriate optimization
technique. This classification method allows us to determine
whether an instruction should be implemented in hardware,
emulated in software, as a custom instruction, or as a run-
time reconfigurable instruction. With this information, we can
automatically generate an application specific microprocessor
system optimized for on a given program. This paper aims at
determining the effect of various optimizations with minimal
impact on the software design flow.

We apply the methodology on a real world benchmark,
CoreMark [15]. The CoreMark benchmark consists of four
parts: matrix manipulation, linked list manipulation, state ma-
chine operation and CRC computation. On larger applications,
including CoreMark, a single optimization technique such as
custom instructions or ISA subsetting is often less beneficial
than on smaller kernels [5]. This is because the software has
several kernels than when optimized without a global scope,
incurs an overhead for the rest of the application. CoreMark
is therefore particularly interesting in the context of partial
run-time reconfigurable soft CPU.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: A
survey of instruction implementation techniques and related
work are presented in Section II. Section III describes the
instruction classification model used to determine the applica-
ble instruction implementation. Section IV presents a method
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Figure 1. (a) standard CPU and (b) CPU with reconfigurable instructions.

for optimizing a soft CPU. This is followed by experimental
results in Section V, and a conclusion in Section VI.

II. CUSTOMIZING RECONFIGURABLE PROCESSORS
For soft microprocessors, the following alternatives exist

when implementing instructions:

• Instructions implemented statically in hardware (which
includes custom instructions).

• Instructions implemented with reconfigurable hardware.
• Instructions emulated in software.

When used appropriately, these alternatives can increase
performance while in some cases reducing the hardware imple-
mentation cost (size) at the same time. Typically, the selection
between the different implementation alternatives is a semi-
manual process based on profiling the compiled application
object file.

A. Instruction set extensions
Custom instructions extend a given instruction set. This is

also known as instruction set extension (ISE). A survey on ISE
is presented in [16]. Custom instructions incur an additional
area penalty, but can be used to substantially accelerate hot
spots of an application. This approach typically comprises
changes in the tool-chain.

An advanced design environment for custom instructions
is provided for the Altera NIOS-II soft CPU [2]. While
the original approach was bound to two-input operands, it
now supports instructions with an internal register file. This
allows the acceleration of larger and more complex program
sequences.

In [6], custom instructions are used to accelerate audio
processing. In general, custom instructions replace rather small
kernels in applications like signal processing or cryptography.
For example, when considering a permutation function, it is
obvious that small extensions can substantially boost system
performance.

Code segments benefiting from custom instructions can be
identified automatically [11]–[13] by static analysis. Alterna-
tively, profiling information can be used to identify application
hot spots where custom instructions can be used [17].

B. Emulating Instructions in Software
Rarely used and complex instructions are suitable candidates

to be emulated in software. Implementing instructions in
software rather than in hardware simplifies the soft CPU
similar to that of ISA subsetting.

There are several ways to implement software emulation
of instructions. One method is to use a trap handler. The
application binary object file will contain the instruction,
and no changes to the tool-chain are required. When an
instruction not implemented in hardware is executed, an illegal
instruction exception interrupt occurs. The trap handler calls
the appropriate code which executes software emulation of
the instruction. Note that not all instructions can be emulated

in software. For instance, load and store instructions cannot
be rewritten with other type of instructions. Alternatively the
compiler can substitute an instruction with other instructions.
For example, an application can be compiled without using a
hardware multiplier.

In [5], it is confirmed that shift instructions are expensive
to implement in hardware. For this reason, many soft CPUs,
including the Microblaze from Xilinx and the NIOS-II from
Altera can optionally be synthesized with or without a barrel
shifter.

While software emulation simplifies hardware, overuse in-
creases the run-time of the application and decreases the
performance of the application. The overhead depends on the
complexity of the instruction which is emulated in software
and how often it is used. For example, consider that the
removal of an infrequently called instruction results in a
1% performance improvement for the synthesized soft CPU.
Further, assume that it takes k instructions to execute the
emulated instruction in software. The application performance
will increase only if the emulated instruction is executed in
average less than 1

100∗k times. In this case, area is saved and
performance increase at the same time.

C. Run-time Reconfigurable Instructions
Many FPGAs support partial run-time reconfiguration. This

feature can be used to implement run-time reconfigurable
instructions as shown in Figure 1.

Wirthlin and Hutchings [4] introduced a dynamic instruction
set computer (DISC) where this technique is used. Combin-
ing a CPU with a reconfigurable ISE was proposed in [7]
by Hauser and Wawrzynek with their GARP processor. An
interesting aspect of that approach is that custom instructions
can directly access the CPU cache and the external memory
in addition to the register file. This allows for more complex
tasks.

A critical side effect which arises when using reconfigurable
instructions is the configuration time, which may nullify the
benefit of using dedicated accelerator hardware. In [4], the
reconfiguration overhead is reported to be 71%. The overhead
is caused by stalling program execution while waiting on
the reconfiguration process to complete. This latency can be
addressed using configuration prefetching [18].

Reducing reconfiguration overhead can also be achieved by
increasing the reconfiguration speed (e.g., [19]) or by reduc-
ing the amount reconfiguration data [20]. Combining both
approaches allows custom instruction reconfiguration in less
than 10 μs. Faster reconfiguration permits more instructions to
be made reconfigurable on demand with less negative impact.

D. ISA Subsetting
ISA subsetting is the process of removing unused instruc-

tions from a soft CPU. ISA subsetting yields a simpler and
smaller CPU design, as functionality is removed. For example,
removing instructions result in a smaller and potentially faster
multiplexer to select between the remaining instructions within
the ALU. The effect of ISA subsetting is quantified in [5],
[21]. In the benchmarks presented, 25% to 50% of the MIPS
instruction set is used. By removing the unused instructions
from the soft CPU, area reductions of up to 60% and clock
frequency increases from 4% to 20% have been reported.



III. TAXONOMY OF PROCESSOR CUSTOMIZATIONS

We broadly classify instruction implementations in four
groups based on their preferred implementation style. This
classification is shown in Table I. In addition, the table
suggests the best design decision.

With reconfigurable custom instructions, ISA subsetting can
be taken a step further. By removing instructions temporarily
from the instruction set, a soft CPU can be implemented
with less hardware. Partial run-time reconfiguration will then
include the removed instructions into the CPU on demand.

Alternatively, an instruction can be emulated in software if
executed rarely; or custom instructions can replace smaller
program kernels. Note that we consider that static or recon-
figurable custom instructions might take more than one clock
cycle by selectively allowing multicycle paths. Consequently,
clock frequency is not affected by instructions possessing a
long path delay.

Instructions executed frequently are implemented statically
in hardware. For these instructions, the reconfiguration over-
head is greater than the benefit gained using run-time recon-
figuration. We define the reconfiguration time as treconf , and
the instruction latency as tRinstr when the instruction is imple-
mented as a reconfigurable instruction. The instruction latency
is defined as tSinstr when it is implemented as static hardware.
Depending on whether the instruction is implemented as a
reconfigurable instruction or as static instruction, the latency
will differ. Further, the effect incurred on the clock frequency
of the soft CPU itself has to be considered. We define the total
execution time for a compute kernel or program as tRexec when
implemented as a reconfigurable instruction, and tSexec when
implemented as a static instruction.

Instructions with burst type execution pattern can be im-
plemented in reconfigurable hardware resulting in increased
resource utilization. The frequency and length of the burst
and the complexity of the instruction determines whether
a reconfigurable hardware implementation is applicable. For
instructions with burst behavior, we assume that we recon-
figure once at the beginning of the burst. The reconfigurable
instruction is retired some time after the burst. At the next
burst, the instruction is again fetched. Thus, reconfiguration
improves performance for the instruction burst when treconf+
tRinstr ∗ n < tSinstr ∗ n, where n is the number of times a
particular instruction is called.

IV. INSTRUCTION CLASSIFICATION METHOD

The previous section describe the parameters for determining
the type of instruction implementation to be used. This section
presents a method to determine the parameters for instructions
based on profiling. We use low-level profiling based on the
instruction trace of the execution recorded for an application.
An instruction trace example is depicted in Figure 3. The
instruction trace contains the instructions in the order they are
executed. As shown, the instructions differ in both frequency
and execution pattern.

The optimization techniques have implicit dependencies
when considered together. For example, ISA subsetting has
to be applied after moving instructions from hardware imple-
mentation to software emulation. This guarantees that software
emulation do use an instruction later removed with ISA
subsetting. In addition, the order ensures that optimization

Table I
CLASSIFICATION OF INSTRUCTIONS AND SUITABLE IMPLEMENTATION

Execution pattern Implementation technique
Frequent Static hardware
Burst Reconfigurable hardware
Infrequent Software emulated
Non-occurring Removed

process do not have to iteratively. The dependencies result in
the following order in which we apply the different techniques:

1) Instruction Set Extensions
2) Software Emulation
3) Reconfigurable Instructions
4) ISA Subsetting

ISE can be applied at function level or on loop kernels.
For example, the replacement of a function by a dedicated
custom instruction is carried out in the source code. This
is a course grained approach. ISE can also be made at a
finer grained level, the instruction level [13], for example, by
operator chaining.

After this, the modified code is examined for instructions
suitable for software emulation after compilation with the help
of profiling. Next, we determine if instructions of the resulting
binary can be implemented as reconfigurable instructions.
This is again based on profiling and considers in particular
the configuration time overhead. The result of this process
is a configuration scheme for the program. This includes a
schedule and the placement of the module, in the case that
there is space for more than one reconfigurable instruction.
As we schedule the configuration by an instruction counter,
scheduling has to be carried out after the software emulation
phase. Finally, we apply ISA subsetting by removing all
remaining unused instructions from the soft CPU. While this
last step is trivial, we will describe this process for the other
optimization techniques in the following paragraphs.

A. Optimizing Instruction Set Extensions
A custom instruction should substantially speed-up a piece

of code and should be frequently called to provide an overall
benefit. Consequently, loop kernels are good candidates to
be accelerated by custom instructions. We define an ISE as
suitable if the relative speed increase sr is higher than the
relative area increase ar of a core on an FPGA. The relative
speed increase is the number of instructions ks saved per call
of a particular custom instruction multiplied by how often it
is called (n) with respect to the total execution time N (s =
ks·n
N ). Through the use of run-time reconfiguration, multiple

modules can share the same FPGA resources. Consequently,
we have to weight the area by the relative amount of time
tu a reconfigurable region is utilized by a custom instruction.
The utilization tu has to include the configuration time. For
static only instructions tu = 1 and in the case the instruction
is shared, tu < 1. The impact ηISE of applying ISEs is:

ηISE =
sr

ar · tu (1)

and should be ηISE > 1. If multiple kernels or functions can
be replaced by custom instructions, we prioritize the ones with
the highest impact ηISE .



B. Optimizing Software Emulation
Let k the number of instructions it takes to emulate a

particular instruction, and n the number of times it is used.
Further, let λ be the performance improvement per instruction
gained by removing the instruction, and N the total number
of cycles considered. Then, we define the performance impact
factor ηtSW for the software emulation:

ηtSW =
(N + k · n)

λ ·N (2)

We replace all instructions where the impact ηtSW < 1 by
software emulated instructions, if available. If we allow more
instructions to be software emulated, this will reduce imple-
mentation cost (i.e., FPGA area) at the cost of performance. To
make this design decision, we weight the improvement with
implementation cost c for a particular instruction:

ηtSWRC =
(N + k · n)

λ ·N · c = ηtSW · c (3)

We begin the decision taking by emulating the instructions
with the highest impact ηSW in software until resource re-
quirements are met.

C. Implementing Instructions as Run-time Reconfigurable
The final binary can be analyzed to identify instructions

suitable to be implemented as run-time reconfigurable. This
is applicable whenever instructions are mutually exclusive for
sufficiently long periods of time, in this case they might share
the same reconfigurable region. This means that, including
the configuration overhead (which is necessary before calling
a reconfigurable instruction), there is no overlap in the time
domain among a set of reconfigurable instructions sharing
the same region. Note that we do not distinguish between
instructions from the original ISA and ISE.

The cost to implement a particular instruction is ci, and the
size of a reconfigurable region has to be determined such
that the largest reconfigurable instruction can be hosted in
the corresponding reconfigurable region (max{ci}). Assuming
that we host only one reconfigurable instruction at a point
in time, the implementation cost is static. Furthermore, to
implement an instruction in a reconfigurable manner, it is not
important how often the instruction is called, but for how long
it occupies the reconfigurable region (tu). In addition, we have
to weight this with the resources that can be saved by removing
it from the static part of the soft CPU.

The last parameter is non-trivial to define as instructions are
implemented together, but identified and optimized separately.
For example, a CPU with rotate left and a rotate right
instruction will typically use the same shifter by mapping
one rotate instruction to its counterpart (e.g., on a 32 bits
MIPS CPU, ROR by 7 = b00111 is identical to ROL by
24 = b11000). Consequently, removing one instruction has
little impact, while removing both instructions removes the
shifter. As an conservative estimate, half of the implementation
cost ci can be saved in the original soft CPU if the correspond-
ing instruction is moved to a reconfigurable implementation.
We summarize this by an impact factor ηRI denoting the
usefulness of implementing a particular instruction in run-time
reconfigurable hardware.

ηRI =
tu
1
2c

(4)
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Figure 2. Applying a sliding window function to the instruction trace.

We determine tu for each instruction with the help of low
level profiling the instruction trace. The profiling is done
using a sliding window that we move over the trace for each
instruction individually. The width of the window is set to
the configuration time required to load a particular instruction
into the FPGA. As depicted in Figure 2, the window operator
marks an instruction as occupied for the configuration time
and the following executions of an instruction as long as the
time to the next execution is smaller than the reconfiguration
time. Consequently, instructions that are called seldomly or in
a burst-type distribution will leave the reconfigurable region
mostly unoccupied such that the region could be used by
other instructions. This is shown for the SRA instruction in
Figure 2. Note that a reconfiguration of the next instruction
can take place directly after the end of an occupation (i.e.,
after finishing a burst). If instructions occur more frequently
and are uniformly distributed, this will result in a continuous
occupation of the reconfigurable region. This means that this
instruction cannot be made reconfigurable. This holds for the
ADD instruction in Figure 2.

The relative utilization tu is the sum over all bursts (in-
cluding the configuration time) divided by the total execution
time of the program. We use a greedy heuristic to compute the
selection of which instructions should be made reconfigurable.
The algorithm orders the instructions by their particular impact
factor ηRI and indicates that they should be implemented in
run-time reconfigurable hardware, starting with the highest
impact factor. After this, the algorithm places the next best
instruction if it does not overlap with the present solution. This
process is performed for the whole list. The algorithm supports
multiple reconfigurable regions and computes the schedule
together with the placement. As we consider reconfigurable
regions of equal size, a first fit placement strategy is used.

V. RESULTS

The methodology introduced in the previous section has
been applied to the CoreMark benchmark. Results are reported
for one complete iteration of the CoreMark benchmark. We
used a soft CPU based on a subset of the MIPS ISA. Each
instruction is executing in one clock cycle. The soft CPU was
implemented on a Spartan 6 FPGA (XC6SLX45).

Table II
FUNCTION LEVEL PROFILING OF COREMARK

Function Calls Accumulated Instructions
core state transition 4 151800
crcu8 592 73368
core list find 206 64637
matrix mul matrix bitextract 4 48736
core list reverse 204 31416
matrix mul matrix 4 31240
matrix sum 16 19898
core list mergesort 4 16801
core bench state 4 16416
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Figure 3. Instruction distribution in time derived from low-level profiling of CoreMark with reduced instruction set and custom instructions.

A. Instruction Set Extensions
Table II shows functions executing more than 10000 instruc-

tions. Recursive function calls are omitted. The number of in-
structions is accumulated over one iteration of the benchmark.

Function level profiling shows the CRC-function as a sig-
nificant consumer, spending 73368 of a total of 559907
instructions (13%). The CRC function, having two input
variables and one return variable, can be directly mapped to
the MIPS instruction format. The function can therefore be
implemented as a custom instruction. We used the behavior
compiler CatapultC to compile this function into hardware
automatically. The custom instruction can be added as a static
or reconfigurable instruction into a CPU as shown in Figure 1.

Implementing the CRC function as a custom instruction
reduces the accumulated CPU cycles spent on CRC compu-
tation from 73368 to 1184. An overall performance increase
of more than 10% for a single iteration of the benchmark is
observed, and an impact factor of 1.07 according to equation 1.
Identifying custom instructions was done manually, however
techniques described in [16] can be used to identify ISEs
automatically.

B. Emulating Instructions in Software
Table III shows instructions identified for software emulation

derived from Equation 2. These instructions are rarely exe-
cuted and can be emulated with little overhead. Instructions
such as SLLV have a data-dependent overhead. The overhead
varies between 4-124 cycles, depending on the number of

Table III
INSTRUCTIONS IDENTIFIED FOR SOFTWARE EMULATION.

Instruction Mnemonic k n ηtSW
Shift left logical variable sllv 4-124 7 0.97
Bitwise or immediate ori 2 54 1.0
Division div 57
Branch on >= 0 bgez 4 119 1.00
Exclusive or xor 160
Branch on <= 0 blez 4 775 1.01
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Figure 4. Sliding window function applied on the instruction trace.

shifts. Removing this instruction from the soft CPU (with
ISA subsetting), allowed a frequency increase from 118.5MHz
to 122.4MHz. At the same time resource requirements were
reduced from 1047 slices to 972 slices. It is used in one
short burst for each iteration of the application, meaning that
there are approximately 500000 cycles between each burst. In
terms of performance and area, this equals a 3% performance
improvement and a 7% improvement in resource usage.

C. Implementing Instructions as Run-time Reconfigurable
A CLB sub-column consisting of 128 6-inputs LUTs is the

smallest addressable reconfigurable unit on a Spartan 6 FPGA
(XC6SLX45). Reconfiguration consists of 4 KB of configura-
tion bitstream data (including configuration commands). The
maximum specified configuration speed of the device is 100
MB/s. Assuming a CPU running at 100 MHz, reconfiguration
takes 4K CPU cycles for one CLB sub-column. This holds if
the configuration process has no further impact on the CPU
which typically means that configuration memory is not shared
with the CPU code or data memory. With larger reconfigurable
regions for reconfigurable instructions, the configuration data
rise by 4KB per additional 128 LUTs. However, our imple-
mentation targeting an Atlys board (by Digilent) configures
a CLB sub-column only at 8K CPU cycles. In that system,
prefetching of an instruction has to be started at least 8192



clock cycles before the custom instruction is used, in order
to guarantee its availability. We examined the impact of the
configuration speed on the applicability of reconfiguring the
instruction set for the specified clock frequency as well as for
the overclocked and implemented case.

In Figure 4 instructions automatically identified as potential
candidates for run-time reconfiguration are depicted.

If we consider the cost for the configuration controller,
there is no benefit due to partial reconfiguration. We assume
that reconfigurable instructions are more beneficial for more
complete systems. This is because more complete systems
have more functions. Consequently, each individual function
is executed in average less frequent, and there is a higher
probably that functions are mutually exclusive to each other.

D. ISA Subsetting
Compiled for the MIPS instruction set with additional cus-

tom instructions, a total of 35 different instructions are used.
Compared to the 50% average ISA utilization reported in [5],
we see that the CoreMark application uses 70% of the ISA,
assuming the in total of 50 instructions of a MIPS II ISA.

Due to the combining of custom instructions, software
emulation and ISA subsetting, we achieved an speed/area gain
that is A/B/C higher as compared to an isolated use of custom
instructions, software emulation and ISA subsetting.

VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have presented a new method to determine

the appropriate implementation alternative for an instruction
set of a soft CPU. The presented classification method is used
to select the appropriate instruction implementation technique.
The approach enables integration of ISA subsetting, software
emulation using a trap handler, custom instructions, and run-
time reconfigurable instructions into a consistent methodology.

Implementing parts of the ISA according to this method
yields a simplified design which can run at a higher clock fre-
quency. We introduce instruction emulation to exploit the ben-
efits of ISA subsetting. Rarely used instructions are emulated
in software, removing the need for a hardware implementation.
The benefit of combining different techniques we achieved
an performance improvement of 15% while at the same time
reducing resource requirements. Optimizing only by using
custom instructions allowed a 12% increase in performance,
but also increased resource usage by 6%. Software emulation
combined with ISA subsetting allowed area savings of 7%,
but only improved performance by 3%.

Results are based on the CoreMark benchmark which is
representative for many real world applications.

Currently we generate application specific microprocessors
based on a given program for static only systems. Future
work will include implementing the methodology into a frame-
work. We will use this to enhance design automation for
run-time reconfigurable soft CPUs. Furthermore, we want to
take advantage of high-speed reconfiguration, configuration
prefetching, and automatic generation of complex custom
instructions. This allows real-world applications to exploit run-
time reconfigurable systems.
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